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The Deaf of Mexico 
The Mexican Sign Language Community 
Mexican Sign Language (LSM) has developed naturally within the Deaf 

community of Mexico.  LSM is not linguistically related to the country’s 

national spoken language, Spanish, or any of its many indigenous spoken 

languages. 

LSM and American Sign Language (ASL) are distinct languages, but they 

both have a historical relationship to Old French Sign Language. A Deaf 

French educator helped found the first school for the Deaf in the United 

States in 1817, and, in 1867, a Deaf French priest helped found the National 

School for the Deaf in Mexico, thus Old French Sign Language influenced 

the developing sign language used in each country. Mexican Sign Language 

vocabulary has been strongly influenced by Spanish via the initialization of 

signs. (The first letter of a Spanish word influences the hand-shape of a 

corresponding sign.) 

Since the closing of the National School for the Deaf in the mid-twentieth 

century, the standard method of education for deaf children in Mexico has 

basically been the “oral method” which focuses on teaching students to 

speak Spanish and read lips; beginning in the 1980s some schools have also 

used a limited number of signs as a communication tool. On June 10, 2005, 

Mexican Sign Language was officially recognized as national language 

alongside Spanish and indigenous languages and bilingual education in LSM 

and Spanish was recognized as a right, however, due to a serious shortage of 

bilingual teachers, it is still limited to relatively few schools. The vast 

majority of Deaf Mexican adults in urban areas use LSM as their primary 

language; many of them also know some Spanish as a second language.  

There are also many deaf people in isolated communities throughout Mexico 

who do not yet know LSM – or any other language. 

Religious terminology differs from church to church and from city to city, 

but recently there have been some efforts to standardize religious signs.  In 

some cities the older and younger Deaf do not sign the same. Teenagers 

sometimes use a street slang that older signers do not understand. 

Educational level can also influence a person’s signing – older people with 

more education are more likely to use signed Spanish. 

Primary Religion: 

 Catholic, Nonreligious 
_____________________________________________ 

Disciples (Matt 28:19): 

 Less than 0.5% 
_____________________________________________ 

Churches: 

 20 
_____________________________________________ 

Scripture Status (Matt 28:20): 

 Work in Progress 
_____________________________________________ 

Population (date): 

 100,000-200,000 (2012) 
_____________________________________________ 
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Have They Heard The Gospel? 

 

 
Believe In Jesus As God And         

 Only Savior (%)   Less than 0.5% 

Prophet/Good Man, But           

  Not God's Son    The majority know of Jesus as the man on the cross. 

Number Of Missionaries Working There are currently approximately a dozen foreign   

      missionaries who focus on reaching Deaf Mexicans. There  

      are also several dozen hearing Mexicans who are involved in 

      part-time outreach to the Deaf and several dozen Deaf  

      Mexicans who are church leaders and are actively working to 

      reach their own people. 

Response To The Gospel   The vast majority have not yet seen ("heard") the Gospel in 

      an understandable form, much less in their heart language.  

      There has been some response among those who have under

      stood the Gospel. 

Number Of Communities   There is a very large, vibrant signing Deaf community in  

      Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey. There is also a  

      community of Deaf LSM users in many other cities and  

      larger towns throughout Mexico  

Number Of Churches   There are about 20 evangelical churches or ministries to the 

      Deaf, most of which are quite small.    

 Comment:    There are also at least 25 Catholic churches with masses  

      interpreted into LSM, at least one 1 Mormon ministry to the 

      Deaf, at least one Adventist ministry to the Deaf, and a large 

      number of Jehovah Witness congregations using LSM to  

      reach out to Deaf Mexicans. 

Is The Word Of God Translated?  DVDs of the books of Jonah, Philemon and Ruth have been 

  published in cooperation with the Bible Society of Mexico;  

  Deaf Mexicans who have seen them have responded  

  favorably. The Gospel of Mark has been filmed and will be  

  published once the illustrations are complete. The books of  

  Luke and Acts are currently being checked and revised A few 

  Bible portions are to be published in 2003. 

Any Hindrance To Distribution?  1.) Distribution network not yet set up, Mexico is a large  

      country.       

      2.) There are many isolated, alingual or semilingual deaf,  

      especially in small villages. 

What Kind Of Missionaries             

 Are Needed?    National and foreign missionaries who are fluent in a sign  

      language and willing to learn LSM are needed to assist the  

      Deaf Mexican Christian community in Bible teaching,  

      discipleship, leadership training and church planting  
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Group Description 

 

 
Language & Linguistics                     

Primary Language    MEXICAN SIGN LANGUAGE   

 Comment    In Mexico, language name is called Lengua do Senas  

      Mexicana (LSM).      

      Second Languages Spanish 

Linguistically Related Languages  Sign languages in the Old French Sign Language family

 Comment    Many sign languages have been influenced by OFSL, but are 

      not necessarily intelligible with one another. 

Active Language Programs  Yes 

Literacy                       
Active Literacy Program    The LSM Scriptures are being distributed as signed video  

      DVDs, so no literacy program is needed. However, since  

      many Deaf Mexicans are not yet fully fluent in LSM (or any 

      other language), we have published a signed LSM children’s 

      story DVD and are preparing several volumes of an   

      illustrated bilingual vocabulary DVD to help raise their  

      signing fluency. 

Publications In Vernacular   Yes       

 Comment    Signed video DVD of Stories in Mexican Sign Language. 

      Pending: A multi-DVD illustrated LSM-Spanish vocabulary.  
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Status of Christianity 

 

 
Church Growth                       

Bible Schools    0 for the Deaf   

Christian Clinics/Hospitals  0 for the Deaf  

Christian Literacy Centers  0 for the Deaf 

Religion & Response                     

Attitude To Christianity   Somewhat receptive  

Recommended Approaches  Deaf (foreign or national) Christians need to train/equip/pass 

  on the vision for Deaf Mexicans to reach out to their own  

  people. Locally as well as in areas where there is not yet  

  Christian outreach to the Deaf. Deaf congregations need to be 

  established, rather than interpreted ministries. 

Scripture                    

Translation Status    In Progress 

Available Scripture   Signed video DVDs of the books of Jonah, Philemon and  

      Ruth.       

 Comment    Pending: signed video DVDs of the books of Mark (2012?),  

      Luke (2013?) and Acts (2013?). (Project began in 1994,  

      Scripture translation began part-time in 1999.) 

Other Forms Of Gospel Available:         

 Literature    Four Scripture posters (John 3:16, Psalm 119:18, Psalm 119:11, 

      John 14:6) with photos of signs    

 Recordings    No       

 Film/Videos    No (LSM Scripture is published in video DVDs, but no other  

      films are available.)      

 Radio     No 


